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Since the initial price weakness in January and February that started the year, real estate investment trusts (REITs) have been oscillating within a small
range over the preceding two months as investors have been struggling to assess the next shifts in the current goldilocks economic environment. As that has
been unfolding, domestic real estate fundamentals remain sound. Some sectors where expectations were low (retail and health care) performed better than
expected during the latest earnings season, real estate pricing has remained firm, and the REIT merger and acquisition (M&A)/deal environment is heating
up. It’s a generally positive foundation for property stocks, but since the industry has experienced an excess of $10 billion in fund outflows year to date
(this is on top of the approximate $16 billion in outflows in 2017), sentiment has soured for listed real estate.1
As a result, four months into 2018, US REITs have lagged the S&P 500 Index by six percentage points, with REITs down 6.5% and the S&P 500 down
0.4%. Extending the time period over the last five years (essentially since then-Federal Reserve Chair Ben Bernanke started to talk about higher interest rates), REITs have underperformed the S&P 500 Index by approximately 50 percentage points when including the impact of dividends. Excluding
dividends, the gap increases to 56 percentage points, with the S&P 500 Index gaining 64%, while REIT prices are up only 8% over that same period. In
comparison, REIT same-store property net operating income has risen more than 20% over the last five years.
The just completed first quarter earnings season seems to confirm the general stability of US real estate across sectors, which, we believe, should continue.
Certainly, there are always some areas of concern (such as self storage or New York City office new supply), and it is likely we are in a mature phase of the
cycle (and likely in the later stages of that phase), but the breadth of stability and stronger-than-expected first quarter results are encouraging. According to
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, 86% of companies met or beat estimates while 97% either raised or maintained 2018 guidance. Of note, there was good
leasing activity in data centers, industrials, select office, life sciences, and self-storage. This activity is driven by increased demand for space as high levels
of business and consumer confidence, and good job growth are pushing that real estate demand. In addition, the notion that net asset valuations are an
important valuation metric for REITs is being proven through growing M&A activity. This should help to support a valuation “floor” for many companies. Importantly, this activity is occurring in many sectors (i.e., regional malls, industrials, hotel, health care) which highlights the extent of the theoretical
valuation disconnect across the real estate space.
The macro sentiment environment may still be tilted negatively toward REITs for some time as REITs are generally not considered growth or momentum
investments and the bond proxy play is less attractive, in our view. However, from a historical context, today’s environment still strikes a similar tone to
that of the late 1990s. By the end of 2000, REITs had underperformed equities by 40 percentage points over a three-year period and were trading at steep
discounts to net asset value. Yet, real estate markets were posting good results, overbuilding was minimal, and institutional quality real estate still posted 25
more consecutive quarters of positive returns from that point forward (i.e., the cycle still had room to run). The end of 2000 through 2006 was among the
best relative and absolute performance periods for REITs. During this time, REITs returned 200 percentage points more than the S&P 500 Index.
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Listed Real Estate Market Performance
Cumulative Returns

April’s combination of generally flat yields and a solid REIT earnings season allowed REITs to keep better pace with broader equities,
returning 0.6% in comparison to 0.4% returns for broader equities.
REITs still lag equities year to date due to overall slightly higher
interest rates and substantial outflows from both active and passive
real estate funds suppressing prices. The aggregate numbers still hide
a wide discrepancy in sector performance with an over 15 percentage point return difference between the best (industrials) and worst
(shopping centers) sectors. Meanwhile, REIT preferred securities
declined 2.6% in April and are now down 6.3% year to date.
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Real Estate Fundamentals
Same-Store Net Operating Income (NOI) Growth
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Indicative of a sector multiple years into its cycle, property-level
NOI growth continues to moderate, but still trends above inflation. Looking ahead, a combination of solid economic growth and
moderate levels of new construction are constructive to maintaining
NOI growth at a rate above inflation. After peaking at 4.9% average
same-store NOI growth in the first quarter of 2016, the growth rate
has slowed to 2.6% in the fourth quarter of 2017, driven primarily by
declines in retail sector performance. With the close of the first quarter 2018 earnings season, we would expect NOI growth to remain
around current levels, with the potential for acceleration into the
latter half of 2018.

Source: NAREIT 2017, S&P Global Market Intelligence

Underlying Property Values
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US commercial real estate prices were up 3.1% in the first quarter
of 2018, after having been generally flat for the second half of 2017
(data lags by one month).2 This puts property pricing about 13%
above prior peak levels and up over 90% since the recession lows
of late 2009. Commercial real estate continues to benefit from
increased allocations across most investor categories globally, which
has translated into still significant amounts of “dry powder,” with
over 60% of institutions under-invested relative to target allocations.3 In addition, with lower overall tax rates and a recommitment
to real estate’s favorable tax treatment, US real estate should be even
more attractive to global investors.
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Listed Real Estate Valuations
Premium/Discount to Underlying Net Asset Value
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After trading at discounts around 4%–7% to underlying NAV since
fall 2016, REIT price weakness during January and February (and
subsequent flat performance) has increased that discount to over
10%. This is below the sector’s 2%–3% long-term average premium
and is close to 0% average premium since 2005. It is also the largest
sustained discount to NAV in two years. While private real estate
prices may fall prospectively, the evidence from property sales
(based on the CoStar US Composite Index) suggests that prices
remain strong across most sectors. Certainly, the discount to NAV
in late 2007 preceded a downturn in property prices, but in the
three times (current time frame excluded) when REITs traded at a
NAV discount, a property price correction did not materialize. The
steadily growing economy, still low levels of new construction, and
solid demand for US real estate should support asset prices even if
rates rise modestly.
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Corporate Baa bond yields bounced higher by 20 basis points (bps) in
April, putting pressure on the spread between bond yields and REITimplied capitalization rates. With the increase, Baa bonds yields are
back up to levels of late 2016, and this has caused the spread between
REIT-implied cap rates and the yield on Baa bonds to narrow from
approximately 180–200 bps to 150 bps currently. This is the narrowest spread since first quarter 2017, and slightly below the 180-bps
average since 2008. Further rate hikes can jeopardize this cushion, but
for now suggest that relative value is likely fair.

As of 30 April 2018
The REIT market as represented is a basket of 53 large and investable REITs across all
sectors, as identified and selected by SNL Financial. The basket also includes companies that over time have gone private or merged in order to avoid survivor bias in the
historical data.
Source: SNL Financial

Price-to-Funds from Operations (P/FFO)

REIT P/FFO valuations are now 0.5x below the long-term average of 16.5x P/FFO. With the first quarter 2018 earnings season
just concluding, the results can be viewed as positive, and certainly
better than low-set expectations. Overall, the vast majority of REITs
met or beat analyst estimates and there were no noticeable reductions
to full-year 2018 guidance. The results continue to demonstrate that
REIT earnings are very stable, and are growing in the mid-single
digits annually. With dividend payout ratios still low, this earnings
growth should translate into comparable dividend growth.
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historical data.
Source: SNL Financial

Note: P/FFO is the standard REIT equivalent of the price-toearnings (P/E) ratio.
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Notes
1 Source: Citi Investment Research
2 Source: CoStar’s Commercial Real Estate Investment Grade Index
3 Source: Hodes Weill 2017 Institutional Real Estate Allocations Monitor

Important Information
Published on 15 May 2018.
This document reflects the views of Lazard Asset Management LLC or its affiliates (“Lazard”) based upon information believed to be reliable as of 30 April 2018. There is no guarantee that any
forecast or opinion will be realized. This document is provided by Lazard Asset Management LLC or its affiliates (“Lazard”) for informational purposes only. Nothing herein constitutes investment
advice or a recommendation relating to any security, commodity, derivative, investment management service or investment product. Investments in securities, derivatives and commodities
involve risk, will fluctuate in price, and may result in losses. Certain assets held in Lazard’s investment portfolios, in particular alternative investment portfolios, can involve high degrees of risk
and volatility when compared to other assets. Similarly, certain assets held in Lazard’s investment portfolios may trade in less liquid or efficient markets, which can affect investment performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The views expressed herein are subject to change, and may differ from the views of other Lazard investment professionals.
This document is intended only for persons residing in jurisdictions where its distribution or availability is consistent with local laws and Lazard’s local regulatory authorizations. Please visit www.
lazardassetmanagement.com/globaldisclosure for the specific Lazard entities that have issued this document and the scope of their authorized activities.
The performance of investments in real estate and real estate related securities may be determined to a great extent by the current status of the real estate industry in general, or by other factors (such as interest rates and the availability of loan capital) that may affect the real estate industry, even if other industries would not be so affected. The risks related to investments in realty
companies include, but are not limited to: adverse changes in general economic and local market conditions; adverse developments in employment; changes in supply or demand for similar or
competing properties; unfavorable changes in applicable taxes, governmental regulations, and interest rates; operating or development expenses; and lack of available financing. An investment
in REITs may be affected or lost due in part to the fluctuation with the value of the underlying properties of the investment. An investment in REITs may be affected or lost if the REIT fails to comply with applicable laws and regulations, including tax regulations, specifically, the failure to qualify as a REIT under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
Equity securities will fluctuate in price; the value of your investment will thus fluctuate, and this may result in a loss. Securities in certain non-domestic countries may be less liquid, more volatile,
and less subject to governmental supervision than in one’s home market. The values of these securities may be affected by changes in currency rates, application of a country’s specific tax laws,
changes in government administration, and economic and monetary policy. Small- and mid-capitalization stocks may be subject to higher degrees of risk, their earnings may be less predictable,
their prices more volatile, and their liquidity less than that of large-capitalization or more established companies’ securities. Emerging markets securities carry special risks, such as less developed or less efficient trading markets, a lack of company information, and differing auditing and legal standards. The securities markets of emerging markets countries can be extremely volatile;
performance can also be influenced by political, social, and economic factors affecting companies in emerging markets countries.
FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) © FTSE 2017. “FTSE®” is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under licence. All rights
in the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE indices and/or FTSE ratings or
underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE Data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.
Fixed income and preferred securities are subject to credit risk, interest rate risk, and call and reinvestment risk. The strategy’s investments in lower-rated, higher-yielding securities are subject
to greater credit risk than its higher-rated investments. Junk bonds tend to be more volatile, less liquid, and are considered speculative, and a strategy may not be able to sell certain securities at
the time and price it would like.
Non-domestic securities carry special risks, such as exposure to currency fluctuations, less developed or less efficient trading markets, political instability, a lack of company information, differing
auditing and legal standards, and, potentially, less liquidity. The strategy may invest in a smaller number of issuers than other, more diversified, investment portfolios, and therefore the strategy’s
net asset value may be more vulnerable to changes in the market value of a single issuer or group of issuers and may be relatively more susceptible to adverse effects from any single corporate,
industry, economic, market, political, or regulatory occurrence.
Wells Fargo Hybrid and Preferred Securities and “WHPS” are service marks of Wells Fargo & Company. Wells Fargo & Company does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the Wells
Fargo Hybrid and Preferred Securities REIT Index and shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions to publication. Wells Fargo & Company does not sponsor or advise any product or service that references WHPS, nor does Wells Fargo & Company represent that any use of WHPS by any person is appropriate, suitable, or fit for the uses to which it is put.

